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RISKID MAKES
RISK MANAGEMENT
FUN AND ACTIVE

‘Object-oriented risk management is standard for Dutch public authorities. Critical 
risks are assessed in a thorough risk analysis. Previously with Excel; now with RISKID. 
The online tool works fast and is motivating. As all stakeholders contribute knowledge, 
we have insight into risks instantly at all levels. Colleagues even enjoy risk meetings 
now; the ultimate goal, right?’ 

A prioritized risk set in no time
‘RISKID helps you to collect risks swiftly in an easy, accessible and 

organized way. The tool allows project members to enter their risks 

independently of each other, either separately, or simultaneously. 

The input is anonymous, which stimulates everyone’s creativity: there 

is no ‘yes, but’. This way, also hidden risks come up and you quickly 

have a prioritized risk set.’

Communicative risk management
‘I see RISKID as ‘communicative risk management’; the difference 

between static and dynamic energy. Project members are 

enthusiastic about the software, which brings a lot of interaction 

and collaboration, especially during risk meetings. That appeals 

to us. With RISKID, risk management is no longer boring and 

time-consuming, but an energizing process.’

Future development: risk library
‘In RISKID a risk library can be developed and shared among the 

different regional water authorities. The library can be a flying start 

for object-oriented risk analysis or used as a smart checklist. The 

latter is how we use it. Since other water authorities also contribute 

to the library, we learn from each other and the data becomes more 

valuable over time.’

Melanie Mourette Information Management Advisor

Peter van der Els Security Officer

 

The water authorities of Rijnland and Schieland en de Krimpenerwaard 
are two of the 21 regional water authorities in the Netherlands. Their 
tasks are to ensure protection against flooding, to maintain the quality 
of the surface water and to purify the waste water from households and 
industries. Melanie and Peter were responsible for the implementation  
of RISKID to support the object-oriented risk management.

‘RISKID 
encourages
everyone’s
creativity.’

‘The difference
between static

and dynamic
energy.’

‘Flying 
start

 or smart
checklisting’

Shared

‘RISKID brings risk owners 
and measure owners 

together, exactly how it 
works in practice.’

Simple

‘As a user, you don’t need  
to know anything about the 
system or need any training. 

You simply log in and go.’

Swift

‘Super-fast: project members 
can work in the software 

simultaneously and do not 
have to wait for each other.’

RISKID in water management



RISKID is smart risk management software with a focus on
two aspects: collaboration and ease of use.

We believe that effective risk management is only possible

by involving all stakeholders in the risk analysis process and

in the easiest way possible. RISKID makes risk management

more interactive and increases risk awareness within the

organization. Thanks to a smart online tool that ensures

overview and ease of use. Published scientific studies from

Delft University of Technology show that our technology

contributes to time savings of at least 60%.

Risk management with RISKID
Shared, Simple, Swift
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